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This handout picture shows a Sumatran tiger locked up in a cage at the Ragunan Zoo in Jakarta,
after Indonesian officials announced it was one of two tigers recovering from the COVID-19 coron-
avirus.— AFP

Molin-Pradel family Ice-cream parlor is pictured at Schwedenplatz square in Vienna,
Austria. — AFP photos

Silvio Molin-Pradel proudly shows varieties of ice-cream at his family’s Ice-cream par-
lor at Schwedenplatz square.

Silvio Molin-Pradel shows the picture of his great-great-
grandfather in his Ice-cream saloon at Schwedenplatz
square.

A worker prepares ice-cream at Molin-Pradel’s family Ice-cream saloon at
Schwedenplatz square.

A worker prepares ice-cream at Molin-Pradel’s family Ice-cream saloon. Silvio Molin-Pradel shows the picture of his great-great-grandfather in his
Ice-cream saloon at Schwedenplatz square in Vienna.

C
hinese-Canadian pop megastar
Kris Wu has been detained on sus-
picion of rape, Beijing police said

Saturday. Wu was accused last week by
19-year-old student Du Meizhu of date-
raping her when she was 17, drawing
widespread condemnation of the singer
on Chinese social media and leading to
several luxury brands dropping deals with
him. “Wu Yifan, 30, Canadian nationality,
is now criminally detained in accordance
with the law by Chaoyang branch of
Beijing public security bureau on suspi-
cion of rape,” police in Beijing’s Chaoyang
district said in a Weibo statement, using

Wu’s Chinese name.
Officers said they launched an investi-

gation after Wu, one of China’s biggest
celebrities, was reported by internet users
for having “deceived young women multi-
ple times into having sexual relations”.
The scandal evokes China’s #MeToo
movement sparked by Chinese feminists
in 2018, in which women were empow-
ered to voice their experiences of sexual
harassment-sometimes involving powerful
public figures. Wu originally shot to fame
as a member of the K-pop boyband EXO,
before leaving in 2014 to launch a suc-
cessful solo career as a singer, actor,

model and variety show judge. Since Du’s
accusations, more alleged victims have
spoken out online, accusing Wu’s staff of
predatory behaviour such as inviting them
to boozy karaoke parties.

Star’s denials 
Brands including Louis Vuitton, Bulgari,

L’Oreal Men and Porsche last week sus-
pended their partnerships with him as a
result of the escalating fallout. The star,
who also holds Canadian citizenship and
grew up between Vancouver and
Guangzhou, has denied all allegations of
assault and insisted he was innocent in
multiple social media statements. “I only
met Miss Du once at a friend’s gathering, I
didn’t ply her with alcohol... I have never
‘coerced women into sex’ or engaged in
‘date rape’,” he wrote on July 19, adding
he does not sleep with underage girls.

Wu’s studio also published a lengthy
response to Du’s claims, denying any
wrongdoing and alleging that she only
met him once at a party, tried to extort his
staff for millions of yuan and falsified her
accusations. When the accusations sur-
faced, luxury firm Bulgari said it “attaches
great importance to the incident relating to
Kris Wu and decided to terminate all relat-
ed collaborations with Wu from today.” His
lawyers are suing Du for defamation, and
the student has said she is also taking
legal action against Wu. Du said the star
had attempted to buy her silence with
500,000 RMB ($77,100). — AFP 

Sumatran tigers
infected with 
coronavirus at
Indonesian zoo

T
wo Sumatran tigers were recovering
at a Jakarta zoo after being infected
with coronavirus, Indonesian officials

said yesterday, as they probed how the
critically endangered animals got sick.
Nine-year-old Tino and 12-year-old Hari
tested positive in mid-July after they expe-
rienced flu-like symptoms, trouble breath-
ing and appetite loss. But the male tigers
were on the mend after treatment. “Both

animals are healthy now,” Suzi
Marsitawati, head of Jakarta’s Parks and
Forest Service, said in a statement. “Their
appetite has returned to normal and they
are active again.”

Ragunan Zoo has been closed since
June as COVID-19 cases soar nation-
wide. “We traced all the nurses and
zookeepers (in contact with the tigers)
and at the time they were sick, nobody
was infected with COVID-19,” Marsitawati
said. “So we are still trying to find the
source.” Indonesia has been struggling to
control its deadliest COVID-19 outbreak
since the pandemic began as the highly
infectious Delta variant tears across the
archipelago. The country has reported
more than 3.4 million cases and 94,119
virus deaths, but the official tally is widely
believed to be a severe undercount, due
to low testing and tracing rates. — AFP

R
esidents of the Austrian capital have
queued for more than 130 years to
sample the Italian ice cream of the

Molin-Pradel family, one of Vienna’s old-
est gelato dynasties. “He helped democ-
ratize ice cream, which before was

reserved for the wealthy,” Silvio Molin-
Pradel says of his great-great-grandfather
Arcangelo, who began selling it out of
pushcarts in Vienna in 1886. More than a
century later, ice cream consumption
among Austrians is higher than in neigh-

boring Italy.
And it was entrepreneurs like

Arcangelo Molin-Pradel, born into poverty
in northern Italy’s Dolomite Alps, who
were among the first to benefit from the
sweet tooth of the Viennese. The high

cost of sugar, milk and refrigeration-years
before electric freezing was invented-
meant ice cream was long reserved for
aristocrats. But ingenious Italians like the
Molin-Pradels changed that, producing ice
cream based on water and fruit extract.

Ice cream migration 
Originally from Zoldo,  six hours from

Vienna by car these days, the Molin-
Pradels, like other families, were so poor
that migrating for seasonal work was part
of life-whether to work as seafarers, lum-
berjacks or ice cream makers. Vienna
became one of the ice cream makers’ first
destinations outside Italy, says Maren
Moehring, a history professor at the
University of Leipzig in Germany. The
Italian migrants’ “frozen stuff” as some
called it quickly became popular with ordi-
nary Viennese. This sparked the ire of
Austrian bakers, who perceived them as
“dangerous competition”, Moehring says.

In 1894, the ice cream makers got the
right to open shops in Vienna rather than
just selling ice cream from carts. “The
Viennese were already used to sweets...
so it wasn’t hard to then serve this cold
product,” Molin-Pradel, who keeps his
recipes a secret, tells AFP as he stands in
the back of his salon at Schwedenplatz.
At the central, tree-lined square in the
heart of Vienna, the family still produces
artisanal ice cream.

Each day in summer, about 5,000 cus-
tomers order from dozens of flavors, rang-
ing from traditional ones like chocolate
and vanilla to avocado, lavender and
hemp. “Every Viennese will tell you that
‘their’ Italian ice cream maker is better,”

says Molin-Pradel. “The colors must be
pastel. It is a guarantee of quality,” he
says, adding that the business has
expanded, including selling their ice
cream through some Vienna supermar-
kets.

Lasting tradition 
Out of roughly 370 ice cream shops in

Austria, about 40 are still run by Italians in
the small Alpine nation of almost nine mil-
lion people, according to the Austrian
Economic Chamber. Its data also show
that Austria boasts an average per capita
consumption of more than 60 scoops per
year, or about eight liters of ice cream-
more than in Italy, with an average con-

sumption of six liters. From one genera-
tion to the next, the gelato makers’ skills
and knowledge were passed on, “which
explains their success”, Moehring says.
While ice cream makers in earlier times
would typically return to Italy to take care
of the harvests in the Alps by mid-August,
today the season lasts well into October.
Even today, Pradel-Molin goes on a pil-
grimage to his ancestral home of Zoldo at
the end of each season. It’s still his
source of inspiration to keep up with the
latest flavors and other industry secrets,
he says.— AFP

This file photo shows actor Kris Wu attending the premiere of Paramount Pictures’ “xXx: Return Of
Xander Cage” in Los Angeles, California. — AFP 

Silvio Molin-Pradel holds an ice-cream outside of his family’s Ice-cream saloon.

A worker prepares ice-cream at Molin-Pradel’s family Ice-cream parlor at Schwedenplatz
square in Vienna.


